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Again, Congress can give the President no authority it does not possess itself.

All the various Acts of either the Territorial Congress or the Municipal Congress undertaken in 1933-40 which purported to grant FDR all these sweeping (over 350 new "Powers") including the power to rule as a virtual Dictator in time of "National Emergency" pertain only to the now-bankrupt Municipal Government and its "Citizens" or to the Territorial Government and its employees and dependents, and in both cases have no authority related to us.

None of us nor our parents "volunteered" to act as "franchises" of the Municipal Government, despite the obvious lies and fraud and falsification of public records that these Vermin have indulged in. Clearly, they have been preparing for years to use a Democratic President to do a Fascist-Style take over of our country by granting all these "Powers" to the "President of the United States" ---- note, not The President of The United States of America. The seemingly sweeping empowerment of Executive Orders is a set up as in any sting operation, serving to bamboozle the Public into accepting all this horrific usurpation under color of law.

"Color of Law" --- appearing to be "Law" but in fact being Code, Regulation, Administrative or Statutory law applying to incorporated entities, not people.

The only jurisdiction occupied by the Federal Government is international jurisdiction. International jurisdiction is populated exclusively by corporations and officers of corporations --- no people at all. Ditto the Air Jurisdiction inhabited by the Municipal Government which inhabits global jurisdiction. The Air Jurisdiction is likewise populated by legal fictions having no substance --- patents and patent-holders, copyrights and copyright-holders, etc., ---- no people at all.

So when the Municipal United States Congress granted FDR all these additional "Emergency Powers" as exemplified by Executive Orders 10990, 10995, 10997, 10098, 10099, 11000, 11002, 11004, 11005, 11051, and especially 11310 which takes all the powers of the Presidency and hands them over to DOJ---- which is obviously a big part of The Problem --- all those "powers", including the power to issue and enforce all these Executive Orders, pertains only the the Municipal Corporations and their employees and has nothing whatsoever to do with the rest of us.

We have been the victims of this sting operation, but the plain fact is it has nothing to do with us, and anyone who tries to make it have something to do with us is engaged in racketeering and other forms of crime.

Likewise, when Abraham Lincoln issued the first "Executive Order"----- General Order 100, aka, The Lieber Code --- it was issued in his capacity as the Commander-in-Chief of the Territorial Government to his employees and subordinates --- the Generals of the Grand Army of the Republic.
Obviously, he didn't have the power to issue an Executive Order to the American People—his employers. All he could do was direct and instruct his employees and subordinates as to how they were to conduct themselves and how they were to conduct the administration of the southern [Federal] States of States after the war.

Bottom line --- you are not a Federal franchisee and your property assets do not belong to them and any assertion otherwise is fraudulent.
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